In the middle of the joined old and new centre, facing the town and
open for everybody to use should be an interesting public space
organized as the main meeting point with year around activities,
being the town's new living room. Among a system of small squares,
a central square was chosen to accommodate a roller park
surrounded by cafés and restaurants, with ice skating in the winter
and roller skating in
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All pedestrian paths are possible through the building and over it,
depending on one's preferences. Besides the already mentioned
important path from the station to Ikea and a number of connections
between towns to the new shopping centre, there is strong path
from the parking in the centre's northern building to the railway
station for people traveling to work by railway on a daily basis.
The centre building offers its customers all that a methodical town
centre should: starting with culture (possibility cinemas, theaters,
libraries, art centres etc.), over to alternative health centres, small
everyday recreational sport centres that differ from the main Vestby
sport centre (pilates, every day amateur exercises, bicycle paths for
children etc.), and finally shopping centres and meeting points
(restaurants, cafes, theme centres).
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Given the Vestby climate, the high density is best to be achieved in
enclosed spaces which are used throughout most of the year, with
the possibility of using open spaces in warmer months. The logical
solution for such density is the hybrid (by content) mega structure
gently covered with a protective membrane which serves as a warm
blanket in cold moths, while its active roof is used as a carpet taking
on itself all possible activities during the warm months. This proves
to be ecologically and economically sound solution for it returns all
of the taken plot by the building back to the public as open social
spaces rich with greenery (making a healthy ecosystem).

GENERATION OF NEW PUBLIC
SPACES AND REMOVING A
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The residential area on the top of the building is placed here for
three reasons: attraction due to height and futuristic facades;
financial for gaining back part of the investment in selling the flats,
and most importantly achieving high density essential for the town
centre.
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The most important attribute of a well-designed centre is high
density - density of building as well as of content and activities. It
should also be available to users consuming it on a night and day
basis.

Limiting factors in this project are turned into its greatest attractions.
Plots cut by roads and railway, are connected with bridges and
underground paths. The main centre building is united by two
bridges filled with public spaces. The centre is in turn connected to
the Gartneri by bridge/path and enables pedestrian connection to
the existing shopping centre.
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The building is positioned in a way in which the higher façade is
turned towards a busy road protecting the town centre, small
squares and public spaces while at the same time they remain
opened to the existing town centre. Removing car traffic from a part
of the road between the roundabout and Barn emphasizes a strong
connection between the old and the new centre, becoming as one.
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Positioned on the crossroads of pedestrian and car paths as well as in
the vicinity of the railway station, this area is naturally
predetermined to become the new centre of Vestby in a cultural
sense, meeting places, small everyday sports and shopping point.
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Strongest potential for attracting people that are not Vestby
inhabitants (needed on a daily basis, more clients means more
workplaces for Vestby citizens) is the centre's situation on a
pedestrian route for Ikea customers who walk from the railway
station to Ikea. The centre is positioned in their way, to get to Ikea
from the station by foot one needs to pass through the centre. In this
way the centre provides shelter and cunningly dragging these visitors
into its body showing them its attractions throughout the whole
path. At the same time the Ikea visitor arriving by car is charmed to
enter the centre by an extremely interesting façade while passing by
the building, the entrance to the centre being provided on the Ikea
plot as well.
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